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Tick-tock the Timeline Clock (2018) is an interac;ve piece that seeks to expose the limits of 
ar;ficial intelligence by invi;ng spectators to join the experience. In this exchange, the 
interpreta;on of truth is examined through the (de)construc;on of language and the possibili;es 
of AI glitching. Ques;ons around the ethics of AI programming are key. As machine learning is 
based on data received from human input, biases from those data sets are integrated into the 
resul;ng AI programming. These biases can have nega;ve implica;ons on individual users and 
society as a whole. In this project, Baldwin developed a live example of how machine learning 
works that reflects audience biases through the processing of their input data. If an AI were to 
become conscious, but was trained on the biases of humans, what kind of technological creature 
would emerge? 

TICK-TOCK THE TIMELINE CLOCK 
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Peaches x clusterfuck 

Clusterfuck, a 9-piece movement collec;ve, emerged in 2018 in collabora;on with the singer 

and queer-feminist pop-icon, Peaches. Together they explore the limits of the self and what 

happens in soma;c interac;on when the individual merges with the collec;ve. Serving as a 

choreographic complement to the sex-posi;ve, punchy work of Peaches, Clusterfuck’s 

vocabulary ranges from rhythmic to sensual to amoeba-like. Their inspira;on draws from 

classical, avant-garde, and popular forms, including the work of Busby Berkeley, the Greek 

chorus, synchronized swimming, and proximity and repulsion, manifes;ng Clusterfuck’s 

recurring image of bodies congealing into a slow-moving collec;ve blob.       



 

Death’s  
Cabaret 

Death’s Cabaret (2021), is a new play with live music that asks audiences to embrace 

the inexorable march towards ‘The End’ with a laugh and wink. With larger-than-life 

characters, the piece sa;rizes the Apocalypse and asks the ques;on, “What comes 

aFer ‘The End’?” With levity and sincerity, the four apocalyp;c horsemen touch on 

recent poli;cal events - policing in the US, the German sale of weapons, the social 

effect of the Covid-19 Pandemic, and offer a perspec;ve of transi;on during 

unprecedented ;mes. Photos by Oliver Look, Death’s Cabaret, Theatre im Delphi, 2021



Relic

Duet with Luiza Moraes (AVOEC), 2018 

Relic (2018), was born from a desire to give space to the celebra;on of an ending. AFer approximately 4 years working together, the two performers were faced 

with the end of an era in their collabora;on: geographical distance was about to become a reality. In the months preceding the change, they worked to build a 

performance that worked as a closing ceremony, party, estate sale and raw conversa;on at once. Star;ng with a list of all the acts they hadn’t been able to put in 

a performance yet, Relic was created as a non-linear explora;on of themes of closure, endings and iden;ty. It visited mundane and spectacular aspects of the 

collabora;on, in an almost too honest approach to composi;on and interac;on with the audience, ques;oning the no;on of value in ar;s;c crea;on. 
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Life Goals /  
Congratulations 

on your failure

Life Goals/CongratulaLons on your failure (2017), is an interac;ve solo piece which inves;gated society’s ideas of success and the importance of celebra;ng 

failure. The piece invited the audience to revisit a ;me in their youth, connect to the expecta;ons they had of life then, and examine how they had changed. This 

work proposed a shiF from an individual to a collec;ve understanding; examining common threads in stories and the social norma;ve structures that fail us. The 

piece problema;zes Western social norma;ve defini;ons of success and failure, and offers a plaporm to collec;vely explore regret and celebrate the failures they 

can be glad had happened. 
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